Abstract. Based on strain parameters, a weight function method is proposed to determine the critical plane under variable amplitude axial-torsion loading. The critical plane is determined by averaging the maximum absolute shear strain plane during the time for one block loading. The averaging process is conducted through a weight function, which is proposed based on the maximum shear strain. Then, combined with the life prediction model and Wang-Brown's cycle counting method, the proposed method is used to predict the fatigue life under variable amplitude loading. The experimental data of En15R steel and 7050-T7451 aluminum alloy are used to verify the proposed method, and a good result is obtained.
Introduction
Many structural components are subjected to multiaxial cyclic loading. Development of multiaxial fatigue life prediction is important for the designer. Numerous models are proposed to predict the fatigue life, such as the critical plane based model, the energy based model. The critical plane based model is more promising, since it has physical meaning. However, the determination of the critical plane under variable amplitude loading is a complex problem. Macha and Carpinteri et al. [1, 2] proposed a weight function method to determine the critical plane, which is calculated by the fracture plane orientation. Susmel et al. [3] defined the critical plane by the maximum variance of the resolved shear strain.
The object of this paper is to propose a weight function method to determine the critical plane under variable amplitude loading. Based on the determined critical plane, the life prediction model and Wang-Brown's cycle counting method are employed to predict the fatigue life. The experimental data of En15R steel and 7050-T7451 aluminum alloy conducted under axial-torsion variable amplitude loading are used to verify the applicability of proposed method.
Proposed Method for the Determination of the Critical Plane
Based on Stage I process, the critical plane is defined by the mean maximum absolute shear strain planeγ ∆ , which can be determined by the following equation:
where parameter ψ is the angle between specimen axis and the normal vector of planeγ ∆ , ( ) t ψ is defined as the angle between the specimen axis and the normal vector of the maximum absolute shear strain plane γ ∆ at time instant t, and ( ) W t is the weight function proposed as: 
where ( ) x t ε and ( ) xy t γ are the applied normal strain and shear strain, respectively.
The strains on the plane ∆ , whose unit normal vector n makes an angleϕ with the axis of the specimen, can be expressed as: (2 ) cos (2 ) 2 2 2 x y x y xy 
where the angle ( ) t ϕ is from 45°− to 45°and the angle ( ) t ψ is from 0°to 45°.
Following the logic of Ref. [4] , the procedure to determine the critical plane is proposed as: 
Experimental Verification
The materials En15R steel [5, 6] and 7075-T7451 aluminum alloy [7] , which were conducted under variable amplitude axial-torsion loading, are used to verify the proposed method. The axial fatigue properties of En15R steel and 7075-T7451 aluminum alloy are listed in Table 1 . To predict the fatigue life, Shang's life prediction model [8] and Wang-Brown's cycle counting method [5] are used. Shang's life prediction model is written as: From Figure 2 , it can be seen that the predicted results agree well with the experimental data, and the errors are within about a factor of 3. For 7075-T7451 aluminum alloy, the predicted results are conservative. In general, the proposed method gives a good predicted result.
Conclusion
A weight function method is proposed to determine the critical plane for low-cycle fatigue under axial-torsion variable amplitude loading. By employing the Shang's life prediction model and Wang-Brown's cycle counting method, the proposed method is successfully used to predict the fatigue life.
